SpaScriptions introduce new summer Superfoods gel
masks

SpaScriptions are excited to introduce their new Superfoods Gel Face Masks to their ever-growing range of facial masks this summer. The new mask
collection featuring key ingredients, blueberry, watermelon and avocado, has been developed by an expert team of researchers and chemists,
combining advanced technology with high-quality ingredients, at an affordable price. The 15-minute facial therapy at home treatment masks help to
restore dehydrated, tired skin to its former glory, is suitable for all skin types and readily available from spascriptions.com.au and Big W nationally.
Erica Galea, Chemcorp International Marketing Director, the Australian Distributors of SpaScriptions says, “Our SpaScriptions brand has taken off in
Australia since we launched it back in 2019. With at-home beauty solutions becoming more of a ritual than a treat these days, the new range of Ph
balanced and hypo-allergenic masks will treat skin to the delicious benefits of Superfoods in lightweight, cooling wash-off gel masks that helps to
improve the health and appearance of skin. The perfect addition to get through the warmer months, and they are so affordable!” About the
SuperFoods Gel Face Masks: SpaScriptions Blueberry Gel Face Mask: A powerful facial treatment designed to improve the health and appearance
of the skin thanks to the blueberries packed with antioxidants, Vitamin A, C & E for brighter skin. SpaScriptions Watermelon Gel Face Mask: Designed
to hydrate the skin and deliver essential nutrients. This power pack mask works to improve the health and appearance of the skin. SpaScriptions
Avocado Gel Face Mask: Rich in fatty acids that are essential to moisturisation, this avocado infused gel mask is formulated to rehydrate the skin and
improve the appearance. The new SpaScriptions SuperFoods Gel Mask pack of 3 masks + applicator is available at an RRP of $19.99 now from
spascriptions.com.au or Big W nationally. Follow them @spascriptions
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